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Abstract. The paper presents an improved e-learner model that supports monitoring of user behavior related

to information security. The model is built upon standardized IMS specification, according to literature research

and survey conducted among e-learners. It is positioned as key part of an extended LTSA architecture in which

the learner data is used to improve learner security position by continuous delivery of important information and

adapting security mechanisms. The implementation is considered in Moodle LMS.
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1. Introduction

Information technology expansion leads to multiplication

of the security threats, especially when it all goes mobile

with Internet of Things and Bring Your Own Device

(BYOD) philosophy [1]. Also, one does not have to be a

hacker in order to compromise someone’s data. Rather

illustrative example is a FireSheep plugin [2] that enables

virtually any beginner to hack an unencrypted session in the

same network: very handy if there is an open Wi-Fi hotspot.

Having more and more institutions offering online

courses, or even full study programs, information security

tends to become important issue in education too [3]. As a

form of e-business, e-learning is highly related to security

and privacy [4]. Zuev states several categories of threats,

such as unauthorized access (unauthorized copying and

modification of data, physical access) and law violation (in

particular, the laws governing copyrights and other rights)

[5]. Still, quite low attention is paid to e-learning security in

general [6]. It is stated that a significant number of

e-learning platforms do not even have a basic policy

defined at all [7]. The remaining question is how many

users read it at all.

Security is not just, or even primary, matter of technol-

ogy: it highly involves organizational and business factors,

and that fact has been often neglected [8]. On the other

hand, user role is significantly important, since user often

presents the weakest point in information system security

[9]. The good chance of mitigating risks and avoiding

security incidents can be accomplished only with proper

introducing users with the risks and threats, as well as with

required behavior. That is where the security awareness

enters the stage.

The Information Security Forum [10] defines informa-

tion security awareness as the degree or extent to which

every member of staff understands the importance of

information security, the levels of information security

appropriate to the organization, their individual security

responsibilities, and acts accordingly. Information security

awareness plays an important role in every organization’s

information security performance. Raising the awareness

level in organization represents a task consisted of many

activities, such as: presentation, periodical assessment and

policy dissemination, and means a change in culture [11].

In that sense, we shall consider security as a process, not

a product [12]. The information security paradigm is

therefore cycle-development process, i.e. conducted using

the PDCA circle [13], which means it is a constant, never

ending endeavor. That also means that the awareness

improvement is supposed to be continuous.

In order to conduct appropriate awareness program, it is

important to know the users: to build their security profile.

That issue is not particularly addressed in context of

e-learning – in research known to authors. Therefore the

primary goal of this paper is to reveal e-learner’s position in

context of security and to point to potential ways of

improving his security stance and adaptation of security

mechanisms in order to be better accepted. The idea is to

incorporate user model in a larger e-learning architecture

that would further allow automatic proactive security

improvement by adaptive dissemination of security policy,

thus building the security awareness at user-level. It would

be a task performed by a special software component –

agent. The model and the agent then would help practi-

tioners in maintaining e-learning system in a continual*For correspondence
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manner, with added user-layer of security. Besides the

informational action, additional operations might be per-

formed, such as interface adaptation.

In order to get insight into e-learners’ security profile –

which is a starting point, the state of the art literature is

analyzed. Also, the survey is conducted among students

who use e-learning system. The findings are analyzed and

the extension to standard architecture and standard learner

model is developed. The conceptual model of agent is

presented and proposed as extension to the standardized

learning architecture.

2. Related work

Researchers dealt with matter of user security perception in

numerous papers. Mostly it was about home and corporate

users, rarely with e-learners particularly.

Zamzuri et al analyzed students’ perception on e-learn-

ing security issues, through STRIDE method [14]. It was

shown that students were concerned mostly about data

integrity, especially about tampering the assessment results.

The second thing they are most concerned about is profile

information disclosure.

Shonola and Joy narrowed the research by focusing to

m-learning [15]. They showed that in m-learning the client

side become very critical, since jeopardizing a device

shown up as an serious threat, as well as new malware

targeting mobile devices. The numbered threats might repel

users and disable the whole process. Authors stated that,

beside strong security mechanisms, the education and

proper tips providing is crucial for users to get confidence

in the m-learning paradigm.

Furnell et al [16] analyzed Internet users in general British

population. They concluded that the lack of professional

sources of information that would raise the security aware-

ness was the main problem for computer novices. Still, the

advanced users showed discrepancy among their beliefs of

awareness and their real knowledge of security.

Rughiniş and Rughiniş used the large survey dataset

from Eurobarometer in order to gain insights of general

end-users behaviors in European Union [17]. They man-

aged to cluster the data and got five user profiles: ‘ex-

plorer’, ‘reactive’, ‘prudent’, ‘lucky’ and ‘occasional’.

Adams and Blanford pointed out the need for security

and usability to get along in e-learning systems [18]. They

argued that the poor user-experience of the security control

design often leads to unintentional user behavior. Also, the

problem found in the e-learning environments is the lack of

user support, which eventually makes the system to seem as

it works against the user. The need for user-centric design

of security controls, based on user feedback and

communication between security specialists and end-users

was emphasized.

Certain trade-off is present when dealing with security:

users tend to evaluate if the effort they make worth the

gained benefit. Beautement and Sasse used the economy

model to get insights into users willingness to follow the

security procedures [19]. They described the compliance

budget as capacity of user in bringing effort to gain the

security goals. When the budget is spent, users tend to

bypass the security in order of getting primary stuff done.

With proper monitoring the budget might be kept and users

still comply with policies.

Besnard and Arief also analyzed the trade-offs that

legitimate users make [20], but stated them in cognitive

context. They highlighted several everyday tasks where

security may be easily traded for comfort: password com-

plexity, software updates, file sharing and opening mail

attachments.

3. Gathering relevant data about users

In order to get particular insights into learners’ habits

and attitudes related to security and privacy, a survey

was prepared. We expected to get valuable data that

would fulfill gaps of information not found in related

research, but which is required for the model building.

The survey was supposed to be quite brief and the

construction is partly based on the SANS awareness

survey template [21].

The survey is conducted at the end of 2013 and begin-

ning of the 2014 at Faculty of Technical Sciences in Čačak.

The population consisted of BSc students of engineering,

studying in blended mode. The platform used was Moodle,

open source learning content management system [22]. A

closed-answers questionnaire was used as a survey tool. It

was set at the same System.

We did not want to force users to fill the questionnaire in

order to eliminate the bias the forced user may add and

which may lead to avoiding of admittance about their

potentially risky behavior. That is the issue being reported

as frequent gap between the intention and real behavior

[23]. Therefore, users who filled the survey form, did it

voluntary.

The total number of respondents’ was 183. Items were

grouped in two sections: the first was used in order to

acquire general data about System usage and e-learning and

the second was used to assess general and e-learning

security attitudes and practice.

The section one results are given in tables 1 and 2.

The second section questions and answers are presented

in the following tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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Table 1. Types of access.

How do you access online courses

(multiple locations allowed; in %)

What kind of Internet do you use for accessing

courses? (in %)

From home 93 ADSL 69

From faculty’s computer lab 33 Wi-fi 29

From faculty’s other PC 22 Cable Internet 18

Via mobile device 21 Via mobile phone 15

From student campus 9 Other 4

From friend’s PC 8

From Internet-cafe 4

In other way 3

Table 2. Extent of usage.

How frequently do you access

online courses (in %)

State the number of course you are enrolled

on (in %)

Every day 45 More than 5 31

Several times a week 47 2–5 59

Once a week 5 One course 11

Less than once per week 3

Table 3. Password practice.

It is OK to disclose password to colleague to let him

access the system (in %) Describe your password policy (in %)

I fully disagree 23 For every system I use different, strong password 28

I mainly disagree 43 For most systems I use different, strong passwords 28

I don’t have an opinion 11 For most important systems I use one strong password,

otherwise I use weak password

23

I mainly agree 19 I use one strong password for all systems 19

I fully agree 3 I use one simple password for all systems 3

Table 4. Personal security practice.

Yes No or ‘‘I don’t know’’

My antivirus is running up to date 81 19

My operating system is updated regularly 68 32

Data on my PC is not interesting to hackers 82 18

Table 5. Site usage policy awareness.

Did you read the site usage policy? (in %)

No 15

I just scrolled down 12

Partially 25

Mostly 19

Yes 29

Table 6. Profile data disclosure preferences.

Who is supposed to be able to see your profile data? (in %)

Nobody 9

Only teacher 25

Only colleagues from the same course 20

Only registered users 27

Everyone 2

I would like to control the visibility 17
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4. Results and discussion

In short, the survey confirmed that e-learners are closest to

the ‘‘home users’’ category, one elaborated by Kritzinger

and Solms [24].

Survey results are also mostly consistent with research in

general public and raise the problems often described by

researchers, such as password usage habits [25]. The sys-

tem is vital for users: they got important materials, news

and home works/projects there. On the other hand, as sta-

ted, they easily share password with another users, meaning

that they have a strong ‘‘peer trust’’. Additionally, they tend

to use same password for different systems. Having one

password for many systems means that the compromising

password at one point, would easily escalate into multiple

point problem, so-called ‘‘domino effect of password

reuse’’ [26]. It is shown that the care given to the password

complexity and disclosure is directly connected to the

perception of the system importance [27]. Here we got the

discrepancy between care taken about security and the

perception of importance.

As stated by Haque et al ‘‘Unfortunately, password-

based authentication is by no means a panacea as far as

usability is concerned’’ [28]. Additional information,

gathered directly from the system is that users tend to forget

passwords. In November 2014, the E-Learning System log

got over 130 thousands of login error lines. With direct

communication to users, but also from own experience,

authors observed the common case of users accepting

browser to save the password and then, after some time

(while not having to enter it), while trying to access from

another device, they cannot remember the password and

cannot use the system.

On the other hand, about half of examinees do not think

they should gain security education. The ‘‘ambivalent

group’’ is also interesting: the substantial number of stu-

dents is not sure if they need security education, which also

implicate that the level of awareness is quite low.

E-learners do not think their data is of vital interest for

hacker. This result may be connected to the effort user

would invest into defending their data (the economy

factor).

Usage policy is usually a short document stating some

basic rules of system usage, users’ rights and obligations.

Every user is forced to accept it in order to use the system.

However, no matter how brief the document is (and this

actual one is about 700 words long), it requires some time

to read and additional effort is required in order to comply

with the rules. Less than half of e-learners actually read the

policy. It is clearly that one cannot comply with policy if he

did not read it.

When it comes to the profile data, the attitudes are

divided and it seems like the aforementioned confusion

between security and collaboration takes place. For

instance, 25% of examinees think only teacher should see

their data. It is then questionable how the communication is

supposed to be facilitated between two e-learners if these

are not able to know much about each other. For instance –

about tags, description, courses they are enrolled in, etc. On

the other hand the share of e-learners who would like their

profile to be completely publicly available is negligible. We

have even recorded a few student requests to delete some

posts from publicly available forums in order to protect

their identity.

The e-learner security perception of responsibility varies

and even 14% do not take any responsibility for security,

while the same percent is on the quite opposite side.

The survey confirmed assumptions that e-learners act

similar to the ordinary home-users, keeping the common

weak points in security. Also, the results revealed fea-

tures specific for e-learners and their relation to the ‘‘e-

learning matter’’, such as security policy or profile data.

The key points that should be taken into the user model

are further dissemination of all policy elements is nee-

ded, with special attention to account management;

personal data disclosure option and password

management.

The first remaining task is to describe the missing ele-

ments and add them to the user profile.

Table 7. Attitudes towards potential data loss.

Imagine that the whole e-learning system is destroyed, including

your account and all the files. Which comment most correctly

describes your attitude? (%)

A severe problem that might jeopardize my studies 11

A serious situation, but I’m sure I could manage it 59

Not a problem, I already got all the data somewhere else 25

No problem, I got no important data on site 9

Table 8. Security education.

Do you need additional education in information security

I totally disagree 8%

I disagree 14%

I don’t have an opinion 22%

I agree 39%

I fully agree 17%

Table 9. Responsibility towards security.

Select the appropriate responsibility for

security of e-learning system

It is 100% up to institution 14%

80% institution/20% myself 23%

50%/50% 41%

20% institution/80% myself 9%

It is 100% up to myself 14%
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5. Learner model and its place in security
enhanced standard learning architecture

Learner profile is a paradigm that describes the important

aspects of user security behavior. The standards considered

issue of user modeling in e-learning. IEEE PAPI model is

introduced by IEEE and recommended by ISO. It is highly

modular and scalable. The IMS LIP (Learner information

package) is partly derived from the PAPI. Unlike PAPI, it

includes both data and modeling information that is meta-

data. The enriched LIP structure is presented in figure 1:

Security issues are not particularly treated in IMS: the

only particle dealing with the security is ‘‘security key’’,

which identifies passwords for course access and encryption

keys. Therefore a need for model upgrade emerged.

In order to enrich it with the security related data, we

upgraded package with an additional structure – usersecu-

rity. It is meant to be a foundation to the further developing

of security agent that would ‘‘do a real job’’.

Usersecurity is a structure that is supposed to properly

represent the important user properties regarding security,

which were previously introduced. We recommend a highly

flexible structure, formed in manner compatible with the

IMS practice, which would allow developers to adapt it to

the needs of particular platform and to successfully plug it

into a learning architecture. It should provide external

access to data important for monitoring of user security

practice. The methods for access and update of information

are supposed to be implemented in the learning environ-

ment and performed by the security agent responsible for

the security layer of the learning architecture.

We propose the following elements to be defined: login

administration, privacy control and general security

capacity. Login administration is supposed to keep track of

possible login issues and describe them in a structure. For

example, if a user tends to often fail to login, or recover

password, or forget to logout, the structure will keep the

qualifications as levels of awareness in the particular field.

Privacy control keeps a user preference of what personal

data is available to which users, in specific context. It is

meant to allow user to control the field by themselves, but

also to let the system accommodate the data visibility

automatically (default option).

The security capacity is a category describing a general

security awareness and practice of a user. It is implemen-

tation-dependent and might include things like message

spamming, bad url guessing, mass downloading, inappro-

priate content in profile, uploading unsafe files and so on.

The proposed structure of usersecurity is shown in

figure 2.

6. Standard learning architecture featuring
eLearnion agent

E-Learning has been standardized by numerous organiza-

tions. Some standards are pointed towards learning process

and portability of learning objects solely, while other also

treat the context of e-learning, including infrastructure [29].

A great preview of standards featuring e-learner security

and privacy is rendered by Jerman-Blažič and Klobučar

[30].

IEEE 1484 introduces Learning Technology System

Architecture (LTSA), a very generic, high-level e-learning

architecture model [31].

In order to implement the security agent, we upgraded

the standard architecture to include processes and flows

required to improve learner’s security. It means a dynamic

process which includes constant monitoring of security

related data. The architecture already got components and

processes useful for agent functions – with the exception

that these are meant to be used mostly for learning and not

for security, since the standard clearly categorizes security

issues as ‘‘other design issues’’. The architecture is upgra-

ded and the new model is shown in figure 3. The security

agent built upon is called eLearnion.
Figure 1. Upgraded IMS LIP.

Figure 2. Usersecurity structure.
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6.1 Components of eLearnion agent

The upgraded LTSA has kept its original structure and the

security agent and other coupled components are added to

it. The behavior related to security is monitored via Secu-

rity monitoring process. The Security Record (which might

be partly based on the general Records Database) keeps the

learner information. It is passed to the Security Agent,

which then use appropriate awareness resource to deliver

content to the learner. The security agent also updates the

security record. The agent function is somewhat similar to

the system coach, only in security domain. Its role is to

manage the delivery of appropriate information to e-lear-

ner, to update its security profile and allow other services to

use it.

Very important process the agent orchestrates is delivery.

The standard describes this process as output producer,

which delivers learning multimedia to the learner. In this

case, the delivery presents important information (in ade-

quate form) to the learner. It also may adapt the information

regularly present by the coach in order to augment its

security segment.

eLearnion might incorporate additional functions such as

awareness evaluation or security mechanisms adaptation.

6.2 Implementation

We will discuss implementation of the presented model in

popular LMS, Moodle [22]. We chose Moodle because of

several reasons:

• it is open-source, so the code is available and also the

changes to code are permitted

• it is modular, therefore functionalities can be added as

plugins

• Moodle has a large community and is well documented

• we use Moodle at our faculty, so testing and evaluation

can be conducted in real system

In order to implement the upgraded LTSA model using

Moodle, we should analyze Moodle’s architecture and map

required resources and processess to the Moodle existing

elements and define which elements are supposed to be

added.

Moodle architecture follows a traditional 3-tier web-

application design. In general, Moodle is consisted of core

and modules (figure 4). Core got all the basic libraries and

defines API that all other components use. Modules may be

defined in several categories, such as blocks, activities,

repositories and themes. Following the defined procedures

of how to create, install and maintain modules, allows their

creation in a fully modular and decoupled fashion. On next

level, it is administrator’s task to install and enable the

module and after that there is up to either administrator or

teacher to use certain module, depending of its type and

purpose. For instance, if a Youtube repository is enabled,

then teacher may browse and embed youtube videos

directly from Moodle.

User’s interaction with the system is performed through

web-browser, while choice of particular database and web-

server is implementation-dependant and flexible.

We may differentiate various types of modules: course

types, authentication types, blocks, activities, reports and so

on. It is possible to add many features by fully modular

approach, that is – without altering the core. Enabling

proper add-in functionality is the recommended way of

enriching Moodle with new features. In that way the update

process would not overrun any code. However, one may not

always do so: if there is a need for modifying certain fea-

tures incorporated in core, the very core modification is

required. These kinds of modifications are declared as

‘‘small hacks’’ and ‘‘major hacks’’.

Figure 3. The upgraded LTSA architecture.
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In order of implementing the security eLearnion and the

companioned architecture, several issues should be

considered:

Profile modification: additional fields should be added to

the existing profile, according to the user model discussed

previously. Currently, profile got usual field such as name,

place, e-mail, with option of adding custom fields by

administrator. The additional fields are updated by the

agent.

Personal data visibility: user may have various data in his

profile and the agent should restrict their visibility

according to the privacy value. Granularity of this feature

depends on Moodle possibilities, since it recognizes only a

few profile sections. Moodle got its profile settings, as well

as multilevel permission system, which can be used to

achieve data control.

Gathering data: Moodle got its native way of collecting

data about events in its log. This data can be collected and

interpreted or additional events can be caught and

processed. Agent is supposed to track the data of interest

and then communicate with user and update his profile

(the security part).

Communicating with the user: This is probably the crucial

activity, since its role is to directly affect the user’s

behaviour related to security and privacy. We realized this

part using the block - module that can be positioned on

course on site level, and also using the messaging system.

The block may contain the following data:

• parts of the security policy

• information regarding general security culture: pass-

word creation, closing session, content licencing and

so on.

• links to another content: tutorials, tests.

Figure 5 shows a block with link to the test (quiz) that is

located on the same system and that is related to the

security awareness. User is supposed to click the link and

take the test. If he gets good score, then his security

capacity will rise. It is not mandatory that user takes the

test. That is actually a point in the awareness improvement

in this model: the main user’s task is to learn and the

security awareness is supposed to be informally improved:

by taking actions in voluntary manner. For example, if user

does not at all click on link and take test, his security

parameters will remain and can be updated according to

other parameters.

These ‘‘other parameters’’ are based on user’s activities,

which are monitored. Moodle got its own event/log system.

Events are defined and then triggered, which is logged.

There are many events already defined and categorized

(figure 6).

Existing events and logs that matter for the security agent

are failed logins, password recovery attempts, sending too

many messages and logging out. Additional events that

should be added such as user uploaded a virus and user took

an exam (awareness test) or user tried to access restricted

site area (resource not allowed by permissions on some

level). Agent will act accordingly to monitored behavior.

Important parts of communication available in Moodle are

mail and personal messages. Personal messages are in the

first place meant for user-to-user communication. However,

Figure 4. Moodle architecture.

Figure 5. Security block.
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messages API provides opportunity of sending arbitrary

messages using different modules. Figure 7 shows a mes-

sage sent by agent when user got login problems. The

message is sent automatically after certain number of failed

logins occurs. It may be sent by any present module too,

such as block.

Messages’ content is set in database, in agent’s tables. It

is optional for user to visit a suggested resource, but if he

skips visiting it, the system will keep notifying him again

and sending an e-mail with the same content. The approach

should not be too aggressive, in terms of obligation. The

agent is programmed to sporadically present resources and

therefore let the user informally learn about the certain

security threats, practice and precautions.

Interface adaptation is done in terms of emphasizing

certain standard interface parts and also augmenting inter-

face with additional elements. For example, if agent finds

that user has passed some limit in not logging off the

Moodle, he may get information through a block (about

how is this action important), but also may get emphasized

part of interface where he is supposed to actually log off. In

the previous version of Moodle, the ‘‘Logout’’ link was

visible directly on the front page. In actual version (2.9 at

the moment of writing) the logout option is set in the

dropdown list. Therefore, it is of little help to emphasize the

very option, so this is done by programmatically adding the

information on the front page. However, it is added only for

certain users (figure 8).

Figure 6. Logs and events categories.

Figure 7. Automatic message generated by the agent.

Figure 8. Example of interface changing.
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7. Conclusions and future work

We found the e-learning user to be very close to model of

home Internet user. And one of his features is poor security

awareness. The conventional learning management systems

suffer from a gap between users and security and we argue

that only the continuous user support might promote his

security position. A software agent we called eLearnion,

which acts according to the augmented e-learner profile,

should coordinate that task.

Actual standards do not directly scaffold the idea of

raising the e-learner security awareness and support him in

activities that correlate with security. Therefore certain

adaptations need to be made in order to implement the idea.

The user profile is adapted through adding appropriate

structure to the standardized IMS LIP model. It is important

for the structure to be very flexible, in order to facilitate

implementation in various scenarios.

It turned out that standard architecture also did not

directly support creation of a security agent, as it was not

substantially involved with security. However, there is a

way to make a modular approach, which does not jeopar-

dize the basic standard structure, thus bringing the oppor-

tunity for practitioners and developers to set it as an

addition to the existing system. The agent may be realized

in Moodle, but not fully modular, requiring a modification

of system’s core too.

ELearnion is supposed to be evaluated in a production

environment. In the future work, the development and

evaluation of eLearnion will be discussed in more detail.

Also, the possibilities of adding such module in other dis-

tributed architectures will be researched.
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